ONE WAY TRAFFIC NOTIFIED IN PANAJI

Panaji: October 24, 2019
Kartika 2, 1941

On account of Diwali Narkasura effigies will be displayed along the road at various places in Panaji city viz. Bhatlem, Madhuban building, Caculo Mall, Bashik House junction and other lanes.

To avoid traffic congestion road from Altinho towards Bhatlem, Bhatlem towards Madhuban building, Madhuban building towards Caculo Mall, Caculo Mall towards Bashik House, Bashik House towards Madhuban building, St. Francis Chapel, Bhatlem towards Maruti temple, Mala and St. Francis Chapel, Bhatlem towards Sati Temple, Bhatlem will be made one way for the movement of vehicular traffic on October 26, 2019 from 7.00p.m onwards till the function is over.

The general public is requested to take note of the same and co-operate with Traffic Police to minimize congestion on this route.
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